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F1 Series Desktop All-in-one
Live Streaming Machines

Key Features
• Live 3.0: This is an advanced live streaming system designed for desktop live
streaming and sales. It is compatible with all popular live streaming platforms
and provides a seamless experience for users.

• Three-color LED fill light: The ring-shaped design of this fill light ensures that you have
ample light for live streaming. With adjustable color temperature and brightness settings,
you can create the perfect lighting for any environment.

• Intelligent chroma keying with green screen: Replacing your background with an image
or video of your choice, making your live streams more engaging and professional. With the
ability to extract characters naturally and realistically, creating stunning visual effectsto
capture your audience's attention.

• 800W Sony sensor lens: This lens is equipped with a high-quality Sony chip that
delivers clear, crisp images. This makes it perfect for live streaming where image quality
is critical. With a more delicate background of chroma keying, your live streams will be
visually stunning

• Rich Expansion: With a range of expansion options available, the F1 Series allows you to tailor
your live streaming setup according to your specific needs. Whether it's integrating additional
cameras, audio equipment, or specialized streaming accessories, the S1 Series accommodates
your requirements with ease.
.
• MediaTek Tianji 1200: This high-performance chip is manufactured using TSMC's 6nm
process and comes with the Android 11.0 operating system. It provides a smooth and
responsive user experience, making it ideal for live streaming and sales
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Product Description
The Live Streaming Machine F1 Series combines the portability and versatility of a mobile streaming device with
the power and features of a traditional live room,where portability meets power.

With Live 3.0, this cutting-edge device seamlessly integrates with all mainstream platforms for advanced
streaming. The F1 Series features a three-color LED fill light and intelligent chroma keying, providing optimal
lighting and seamless background replacement. Its 800W Sony sensor lens ensures clear, crisp images, with live
camera switching and close-up product shots. Compact yet powerful, it outshines traditional live rooms while
surpassing mobile streaming devices.Designed for professional live streaming, the F1 Series offers advanced
features, making it the perfect solution for on-the-go streaming without compromising performance.

Elevate your live streams with the Live Streaming Machine F1 Series, delivering unmatched portability and power
in a single device.

Product Specifications

Basic Parameter

Screen Size 15.6 inch

Physical （mm） 615*155*297.2

Packaging （mm） 730*390*300

Net Weight (kg) 3.5

Gross Weight (kg) 6.5

Hardware parameter

Resolution 1920*1080 FHD, 2K Reslotuion

Brightness 240-280 cd/㎡

Touch Type G+G full coverage capacitive touch

Touch Points 10

Tempered Glass Mosh 7 degree, 4mm thickness

Speaker 5W*2

Visual Angle 178°/178°

Motherboard

CPU MediaTek / 6nm process / 8-core CPU

RAM 8G (16G for optional)

ROM 128G (256G for optional)

Android System Android 11.0

Communication WiFi 2.4+5G band/Standard WiFi6, 10-1000 megabit LAN adaptive, Bluetooth 5.0

Camera

Pixel 800W Pixels （5000W Pixels for optional）

Viewing Angle Diagonal view 75 degrees

Sensor Type Sony Sensors

Focusing Fixed Focus



Optional Content

Contact Sales
Devin He

Phone: +86 18928337820

Whatsapp: +86 18928337820

Email: Devin@giiking.com

Latest News: Giiking.shop

Official Website: Giiking.com

Alibaba: Giiking.alibaba

Fill Lights

Size 10 inch Fill Lights

Fill Light Color Three colors,：Yellow light, White light, Mixed light

Light Gears 5 Gear

Powering method USB-5V

Power Supply

Power Input AC100-240ww

Standby Power ≤ 5W

Overall Power
Consumption ≤ 100W

Professional Sound Card
(Live special sound card, wireless
Microphone volume control, one-
button interactive sound effect)

170° Pan-tilt Camera
(210W Pixel, 12x optical
zoom, 16x digital zoom)

HD straight camera
(200W Pixl, 10x optical zoom)

Macro SLR Camera
(10x manual adjustment, special

lens for product close-up)

Green Screen
(2*2.5m, smart keying green
screen, Special for Live Show)

Live spherical Fill light
(300 watts, adjustable three-
color light, Remote Control)
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